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I am really proud to present this super MKII here in my stocklist

because we restored this car ourselves from top to bottom in my

workshop approx. 6-7 years ago. This restoration was executed for

the new owner regardless of cost(total budget ended up well above

100.000 euro. First I visited a couple of well reputed specialists in the

UK to be able to decide with full background information on the

modifications and specific preparations we would apply to this job.

The very sound body shell was brought to bare metal and from this

basis this MKII was nut & bolt rebuilt. Let me list you a few of the

improvements which make this Jaguar MKII a much more usable and

enjoyable everyday classic: -rack & pinion power steering -alternator -

anti-roll bars -adjustable shock absorbers -coopercraft brakes for front

& rear -electric Kenlow fan -oilcooler -full flow stainless steel exhaust -

heat & sound proofing of passengers compartiment -improved

ventilation system -green tinted glass -heated rear window -inertia

seat belts front & rear -central locking system -alarm -high quality full

leather retrim -installation of headrests on original front seats

preserving rear pick nick tables -slowly dimming interior light -addition

of interval wiper movement -emergency indicators -halogene

headlights -high quality hifi-system with CD-box in luggage

compartiment + amplificator under passenger seat incorporating

original fully restored Becker radio -etc... Finished in deep green

metallic, with new wire wheels and Avon turbospeed tyres with

alround perfect chrome and perfectly fitted body gaskets, this Jaguar

MKII has an absolutely stunning presentation. With only 2000 km on

the clock after this comprehensive restoration, I can offer this beauty

for sale at approx. half of the total cost. A unique chance for a

demanding MKII enthusiast !

Brand Jaguar

Model MK II 3,8L

Year 1963

Steering Left (LHD)
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